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The American Missionary
In 1869, Jay Cooke, the brilliant but idiosyncratic American
banker, decided to finance the Northern Pacific, a
transcontinental railroad planned from Duluth, Minnesota, to
Seattle. M. John Lubetkin tells how Cooke’s gamble reignited
war with the Sioux, rescued George Armstrong Custer from
obscurity, created Yellowstone Park, pushed frontier
settlement four hundred miles westward, and triggered the
Panic of 1873. Staking his reputation and wealth on the
Northern Pacific, Cooke was soon whipsawed by the
railroad’s mismanagement, questionable contracts, and
construction problems. Financier J. P. Morgan undermined
him, and the Crédit Mobilier scandal ended congressional
support. When railroad surveyors and army escorts ignored
Sioux chief Sitting Bull’s warning not to enter the Yellowstone
Valley, Indian attacks—combined with alcoholic
commanders—led to embarrassing setbacks on the field, in
the nation’s press, and among investors. Lubetkin’s
suspenseful narrative describes events played out from Wall
Street to the Yellowstone and vividly portrays the soldiers,
engineers, businessmen, politicians, and Native Americans
who tried to build or block the Northern Pacific.
This book explores the role and influence of drink and drugs
(primarily opium) in the Old West, which for this book is
considered to be America west of the Mississippi from the
California gold rush of the 1840s to the closing of the Western
Frontier in roughly 1900. This period was the first time in
American history that heavy drinking and drug abuse became
a major social concern. Drinking was considered to be an
accepted pursuit for men at the time. Smoking opium was
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considered to be deviant and associated with groups on the
fringes of mainstream society, but opium use and addiction by
women was commonplace. This book presents the
background of both substances and how their use spread
across the West, at first for medicinal purposes—but how
overuse and abuse led to the Temperance Movement and
eventually to National Prohibition. This book reports the
historical reality of alcohol and opium use in the Old West
without bias.
Chronicles the life and career of landscape architect
Frederick Law Olmsted, and the effect his ideas had on
American culture
Includes extra sessions.
He gained renown as the sidekick of Butch Cassidy, but the
Sundance Kid—whose real name was Harry Alonzo
Longabaugh—led a fuller life than history or Hollywood has
allowed. A relative of Longabaugh through marriage, Donna
B. Ernst has spent more than a quarter century researching
his life. She now brings to print the most thorough account
ever of one of the West’s most infamous outlaws, tracing his
life from his childhood in Pennsylvania to his involvement with
the Wild Bunch and, in 1908, to his reputed death by gunshot
in Bolivia. Combining genealogical research, access to family
records, and explorations in historical archives, Ernst details
the Sundance Kid’s movements to paint a complete picture
of the man. She recounts his homesteading days in Colorado,
offers new information on his years as a cowboy in Wyoming
and Canada, and cites newly uncovered records that
substantiate both his outlaw activities and his attempts at selfreform. While taking readers on the wild chase that became
Longabaugh’s life, outracing posses and Pinkertons, Ernst
corrects inaccuracies in the historical record. She
demonstrates that he could not have participated in the Belle
Fourche bank heist or the Tipton train robbery and refutes
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speculations that Butch and Sundance managed to escape
their fate in Bolivia. The Sundance Kid is enlivened by more
than three dozen photographs, including family photos never
before seen.
Vols. 13-62 include abridged annual reports and proceedings
of the annual meetings of the American Missionary
Association, 1869-1908; v. 38-62 include abridged annual
reports of the Society's Executive committee,
1883/84-1907/1908.
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Includes notes and announcements of the Order of United
Americans.
A handbook to the peaks and valleys of Colorado, Wyoming,
Montana, Idaho and Nothern Utah, this guide contains advice
on outdoor adventures including the regions trails, river runs
and ski slopes. Reviews are given on what to pack and where
to eat, drink and sleep in every area and price range. In-depth
coverage of gateway cities Denver and Salt Lake City, and
the grand geology of Glacier, Yellowstone and Rocky
Mountain national parks is included.
Focusing on the Clark?s Fort Bottom, a twenty-five-mile
stretch between present-day Park City and Billings, Montana,
this pathbreaking study examines the successive stages of
capitalist development in Billings and the Yellowstone Valley
during the nineteenth century. From the subsistence and
barter economy of the Native Americans, through the fur
trade era and the settlers? introduction of a market economy,
the introduction of industrial capitalism by the Northern Pacific
Railroad, and the increasing influence of corporate capitalism
in the latter part of the century, Carroll Van West shows how
each stage affected the relationships and choices shared by
the local inhabitants. By setting local events in a broader
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context, West not only illuminates the circumstances unique
to the Yellowstone Valley but sheds new light on a central
issue of western history: the interaction of local, regional, and
national economies and the influence of corporate decisions
made in the east on western settlement and urban
development.
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????1??????????????????????????????????????????
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Intriguing stories of how people have died in
Yellowstone warn about the many dangers that exist
there and in wild areas in general.
The U.S. Army's post at this strategic location astride
communication lines linking San Antonio, El Paso,
Presidio, and Chihuahua City was a place of
nineteenth-century encounter, conquest, and
community. Wooster presents not only a history of
the fort, but provides a look into the daily lives of
soldiers and civilians, a blend of Hispanic, African
American, Anglo, and European immigrants who
lived there.
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In Reading Appalachia from Left to Right, Carol
Mason examines the legacies of a pivotal 1974
curriculum dispute in West Virginia that heralded the
rightward shift in American culture and politics. At a
time when black nationalists and white conservatives
were both maligned as extremists for opposing
education reform, the wife of a fundamentalist
preacher who objected to new language-arts
textbooks featuring multiracial literature sparked the
yearlong conflict. It was the most violent textbook
battle in America, inspiring mass marches, rallies by
white supremacists, boycotts by parents, and strikes
by coal miners. Schools were closed several times
due to arson and dynamite while national and
international news teams descended on Charleston.
A native of Kanawha County, Mason infuses local
insight into this study of historically left-leaning
protesters ushering in cultural conservatism.
Exploring how reports of the conflict as a hillbilly feud
affected all involved, she draws on substantial
archival research and interviews with Klansmen,
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evangelicals, miners, bombers, and businessmen, a
who, like herself, were residents of Kanawha County
during the dispute. Mason investigates vulgar
accusations of racism that precluded a richer
understanding of how ethnicity, race, class, and
gender blended together as white protesters set out
to protect "our children's souls." In the process, she
demonstrates how the significance of the
controversy goes well beyond resistance to social
change on the part of Christian fundamentalists or a
cultural clash between elite educators and workingclass citizens. The alliances, tactics, and political
discourses that emerged in the Kanawha Valley in
1974 crossed traditional lines, inspiring innovations
in neo-Nazi organizing, propelling Christian
conservatism into the limelight, and providing models
for women of the New Right.
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